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STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT

Name

Date

Personal Narrative
Ideas
Do I write about a real event in my life?

YES

NO

Do I share my ideas in chronological order?
Organization
Do I use a time line for planning?
Does the narrative have an engaging introduction?
Does the body have details in chronological order?
Does the conclusion tell what I learned or how I felt?
Voice
Do I write in the first-person point of view?
Word Choice
Do I use exact words to make my sentences interesting?
Do I leave out details that aren’t important?
Sentence Fluency
Do I use contractions with pronouns?
Conventions
Do I use correct grammar?
Do I use correct spelling?
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Presentation
Is my narrative easy to read, either typed or neatly handwritten?
Do I have a title page?
Additional Items

©
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Do I use correct punctuation and capitalization?
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STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT

Name

Date

Formal Letter
Ideas
Do I have a clear complaint and an idea for a resolution?

YES

NO

Organization
Do I use correct formal-letter format?
Do I state a purpose clearly in the introduction?
Do I include detailed information in the body, such as the recounting
of events, names, times, and dates?
Do I have a summarizing conclusion that leaves a lasting impression?
Voice
Do I use a professional, respectful tone?
Do I use formal language?
Word Choice
Do I vary my use of words, including antonyms?
Sentence Fluency
Do I use varied sentence types, including compound sentences?
Conventions
Do I use correct grammar?
Do I use correct spelling?
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Presentation
Is my letter easy to read, typed or neatly handwritten?
Do I include the heading, inside address, greeting, closing,
and signature?
Do I use a standard font, consistent margins, and correct spacing?
Additional Items
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STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT

Name

Date

Description
Ideas
Do I have a clear focus on one topic?

YES

NO

Organization
Do I include an informative beginning that names the topic?
Does the piece have a middle with logical organization, such as time
order or space order?
Is there a clear ending?
Voice
Do I use a tone appropriate for the audience?
Word Choice
Do I use sensory language?
Do I use similes and metaphors?
Sentence Fluency
Is there a variety of sentences?
Conventions
Do I use correct grammar?
Do I use correct spelling?
Do I use correct punctuation and capitalization?
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Do I include appropriate visuals?
Additional Items
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Presentation
Is my description easy to read, either typed or neatly handwritten?
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STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT

Name

Date

How-to Article
Ideas
Do I write logical steps organized in paragraph form?

YES

NO

Do I express ideas in time order?
Organization
Does the article have an introduction that tells what the reader
will learn?
Does the article have a body that includes a list of required materials
and accurate steps?
Does the article have a conclusion that sums up what has
been taught?
Voice
Do I use imperative sentences?
Word Choice
Do I use time words, such as first and next?
Sentence Fluency
Do I use logical transitions from step to step?
Conventions
Is my grammar correct?
Is my spelling correct?
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Presentation
Is my how-to article typed or neatly handwritten?
Do I use appropriate visual aids?
Additional Items
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STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT

Name

Date

Persuasive Writing
Ideas
Do I focus on one viewpoint about a specific topic?

YES

NO

Do I attempt to convince the reader to share my viewpoint?
Do I give reasons supported by logical evidence?
Organization
Does my introduction state my point of view?
Does the body give reasons that support my point of view?
Does the conclusion sum up my point of view?
Voice
Does the article have a persuasive voice?
Word Choice
Do I use opinion words such as should, ought, must, or believe?
Sentence Fluency
Do I use a variety of sentences, including those with compound
subjects and compound predicates?
Conventions
Do I use correct grammar?
Do I use correct spelling?
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Presentation
Is my leaflet easy to read, typed or neatly handwritten?
Do I include any necessary names, dates, addresses, or
phone numbers?
Additional Items
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STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT

Name

Date

Creative Writing
Fable

Ideas
Does my fable tell a story with the purpose of teaching a moral?

YES

NO

Do I include animal characters that have human characteristics?
Organization
Does my fable have a beginning that introduces the main characters
and setting?
Does my fable have a middle that describes a problem?
Does my fable have an ending that solves the problem and includes
an explicit moral?
Are the events told in time order?
Voice
Do I use a lively voice?
Word Choice
Do I use natural language?
Sentence Fluency
Do I use a variety of sentences, including expanded sentences?
Conventions
Is my grammar correct?
Is my spelling correct?
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Presentation
Is my fable typed or neatly handwritten?
Additional Items
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STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT

Name

Date

Expository Writing
Ideas
Does the article have a clear focus on one topic?

YES

NO

Do I use factual information supported by research
or personal experience?
Organization
Does the introduction include a topic sentence?
Does the body include information that supports the topic sentence?
Do I include a summarizing conclusion?
Voice
Does the article have a confident voice?
Word Choice
Do I use formal language?
Sentence Fluency
Do I use concise sentences?
Do I use varied ways of providing information, such as
expert quotations, statistics, examples, or explanations?
Conventions
Do I use correct grammar?
Do I use correct spelling?
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Presentation
Is my article easy to read, typed or neatly handwritten?
Additional Items
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STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT

Name

Date

Research Report
Ideas
Do I have a clear focus on one topic?

YES

NO

Do I include factual information supported by research that was
gathered as notes?
Organization
Does the introduction include a topic sentence?
Does the body include important main ideas supported by
relevant details?
Do I have a summarizing conclusion?
Do I include a simple list of sources (author and title)?
Voice
Does the report have the voice of an “expert”?
Word Choice
Do I use formal language?
Sentence Fluency
Do I use varied sentence styles and lengths?
Do I use varied ways of providing information, such as quotations,
statistics, examples, or explanations?
Conventions
Is my grammar correct?
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Is my punctuation and capitalization correct?
Presentation
Is my report typed or neatly handwritten?
Do I include related visuals?
Additional Items
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Is my spelling correct?
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STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT

Name

Date

Consumer Review
Ideas
Do I have a clearly stated main idea?

YES

NO

Do I include a factual supporting information based on experience
or research?
Organization
Does the introduction identify a product or service and state a
main idea?
Does the body give a description of a product or service and
supporting information in the form of facts, definitions, and details?
Does the conclusion restate the main idea and offer a
recommendation?
Voice
Does the report have a lively voice that is direct and clear?
Word Choice
Do I define domain-specific language?
Sentence Fluency
Do I use multiple adjectives in conventional order?
Do I use a variety of sentence types?
Do I use linking words and phrases to connect ideas?
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Is my spelling correct?
Is my punctuation and capitalization correct?
Presentation
Is my review typed or neatly handwritten?
Do I include related visuals?
Additional Items
©
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Conventions
Is my grammar correct?
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STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT

Name

Date

Literary Reflection
Ideas
Do I include the title, author, and summary of the book, poem, or
play in the introduction?

YES

NO

Do I draw a conclusion about a character, event, or setting?
Organization
Does the introduction clearly state the focus of my reflection?
Does the body include details from the book, poem, or play to
support my general statements?
Does the conclusion tell my thoughts about the focus and draw
a conclusion?
Voice
Does the reflection have a formal voice?
Does it sound like my voice?
Word Choice
Do I provide context clues to define unfamiliar terms?
Do I use idioms, adages, and proverbs from the book, poem, or play?
Sentence Fluency
Do I use relative pronouns and relative adverbs to connect words
and ideas?
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Conventions
Is my grammar correct?
Is my spelling correct?
Is my punctuation and capitalization correct?
Presentation
Is my reflection typed or neatly handwritten?
Do I include related visuals?
Additional Items
©
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STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT

Name

Date

Poetry
Ideas
Do I describe a memory?

YES

NO

Do I use sensory details?
Does my poem convey a feeling?
Organization
Do I use short lines?
Do I use rhyme, meter, or free verse?
Do I have at least three stanzas?
Voice
Does the poem have a distinct voice?
Word Choice
Do I use prepositions correctly?
Do I use exact words?
Sentence Fluency
Do I use prepositional phrases to add richness and flow to my poem?
Conventions
Is my grammar correct?
Is my spelling correct?
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Presentation
Is my poem typed or neatly handwritten?
Do I use consistent margins and spacing?
Additional Items
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